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Executive Summary

Farm workers – who are responsible for collecting, packaging, and maintaining the bulk of our nation’s food products – are subject to the same psychological, physiological, and social impairments as workers performing overtime in any other occupation. However, they face the additional compounding burdens of financial strain, job insecurity, and housing instability. Farm work requires long hours, yet these workers continue to be excluded from protections under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Six states currently provide overtime compensation for agricultural workers (CA, WA, HA, MN, NY, MD), though many have limitations and exemptions specific to farm labor. This report describes the role of farm workers in the U.S. economy, workplace risks and exposures affecting their health and safety, and the compounding impact of long work hours on their psychological, physiological, and sociocultural functioning.

Economic Benefits and Burdens

- The results of farm workers’ labor boost the U.S. economy; households dedicate approximately 13% of their income to purchasing agricultural products.
- High rates of work-related injuries and illnesses place a preventable, significant financial burden on our Worker’s Compensation and health care systems.
- Systemic barriers perpetuate an epidemic of extreme poverty among farm workers, leading many to delay medical care until health issues become critical, and subsequent medical bills become insurmountable.

Impact of Long Hours on Physical, Mental, and Familial Functioning

- Routinely working long hours (+40 week) contributes to fatigue and sleep issues, and the onset/progression of heart disease; stroke; diabetes; depression, anxiety, and suicidal ideation; and increased risk of work-related injury.
- High job demands, coupled with little to no control over when and how work is done, exacerbates farm workers’ negative mental and physical health outcomes.
- Mandated overtime requires farm workers to spend less time with their families, take on greater financial and logistical strain trying to obtain childcare and/or bring children to their worksite.
- Fatigue and work-to-life stress adversely impact their ability to maintain the household, support child education, and limit pesticide exposures.

Key Recommendations

- Compensate farm workers for overtime pay commensurate with FLSA requirements.
- Provide stronger oversight protection for farm workers, including employed minors.
- Teach employers to support worker health and safety, and improve job control.
- Support research on the effects of farm labor on workers and their families, including the implementation and evaluation of workplace interventions.
- Adopt innovative programs, such as the Equitable Food Initiative, to ensure just food production practices.
Background and Purpose

It is well-established in Occupational Health and Safety research that continually working longer than eight hours per day (or 40 hours per week) is associated with significantly greater risk of all-cause mortality, and the development and/or progression of circulatory disease, diabetes mellitus, metabolic syndrome, depression and anxiety, inadequate sleep (quality and quantity), cognitive dysfunction, and engagement in unhealthy coping behaviors (e.g., drinking, smoking). Employees who regularly engage in overtime work report significantly higher work-to-family interference (conflict), worse satisfaction in their intimate relationships, and reduced satisfaction with life in general, as well as less time spent supporting their children’s educational development compared to those performing within normal hours. These findings are important and compelling for highlighting the dangers in sustaining a pattern of working long hours. These findings are also notably derived from samples of primarily white, non-Hispanic, middle-class workers recruited from white- and blue-collar industries. Understanding this caveat is critical for understanding the weight of the risk placed on the shoulders of what is arguably the most important, and most vulnerable, workforce in this country: farm workers.

Farm workers are at equal or greater risk of experiencing the same host of overtime-related health and well-being challenges reported among white- and blue-collar workers. However, these risks are compounded by a systematically perpetuated epidemic of financial strain and poverty among this workforce. White- and blue-collar workers are compensated, by law under the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), the equivalent of time plus one-half for every hour worked outside of a traditional 40-hour work week, and they receive at least minimum wage during their typical working hours. Agricultural work is recognized as the occupation most likely to have mandatory overtime due, in part, to the seasonal nature of the industry. Farm workers commonly perform up to 16 hours of work per day; yet, by law, receive no additional compensation for their overtime labor in nearly all U.S. states. In 16 states, including Oregon, farm workers may even be classified as “exempt” from receiving minimum wage during their normal work hours. It is critical that we acknowledge the inherent historical and systemic issues that perpetuate a culture of under-compensation, under-appreciation, and under-protection of farm workers in the U.S.

Our purpose is to describe the role of farm workers in the U.S. economy, workplace risks and exposures affecting their health and safety, and the compounding impact of long work hours on their psychological, physiological, and sociocultural functioning.

The Backbone of America is Hurting

Agriculture is an essential business that serves as the backbone of our nation’s food system and allows our citizens to survive and thrive. On average, Americans devote 13% of their household budget to the purchase of food items, which amounted to a $1.109 trillion contribution of Agriculture to the U.S. gross domestic product in 2019;
$136.1 billion of which was contributed by America’s farms. In Oregon, there are an estimated 82,961 migrant and seasonal agricultural workers (27,792 migrant workers and 55,169 seasonal workers). Oregon counties with the highest estimated number of migrant and seasonal agricultural workers are Wasco, Marion, Hood River, Washington, Yamhill, and Clackamas. Farm workers in Oregon support several commodities including fruits (e.g., apples, grapes, blueberries, blackberries), vegetables (e.g., sweet corn, onions), herbs (e.g., peppermint), hazelnuts, Christmas trees, and hops.

Successfully working a farm requires a high degree of skill and experience. The majority of U.S. farm workers surveyed report having more than 10 years of experience in farm labor. Unfortunately, unlike in other industries, experience is not rewarded in farm work. In fact, Agriculture is considered one of the most dangerous industries for both adult and young workers. Farm workers are made to perform physically demanding manual labor activities in knowingly unsafe conditions, including when confronted with one or more environmental/safety hazards such as severe weather warnings, poor air quality (e.g., wildfire smoke, debris), exposure to toxic chemicals (e.g., pesticides), and risk of disease contagion (e.g., COVID-19).

For example, recently in Oregon, during record temperatures in excess of 100°F, a farm worker died of heat exhaustion while moving irrigation lines with his work crew. This preventable fatality was, unfortunately, not unique; farm workers die of heat-related illnesses at a rate 20 times greater than that of the entire U.S. workforce. In addition, many Oregon farmworkers also had to endure heavy smoke exposure during the September 2020 fires. Due to its consistently high rates of occupational fatalities, injuries, and illnesses, Agriculture has been declared a priority industry for intervention and surveillance by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH).

Facing an Epidemic of Financial Strain

Eighty-eight percent of agricultural workers report being paid by the hour, 7% by the piece, 4% salaried, and 1% a combination of hourly and piece-rate. The majority are not financially protected by minimum wage standards or overtime pay, and many are ineligible for health care benefits through Medicaid due to barriers like lack of portability between states, eligibility restrictions (e.g., immigration status, exclusion of single men with no dependents), and inability to meet proof of income requirements (e.g., weekly fluctuation in pay, employer, and pay type (piece-rate vs hourly)). While 13 states have supported the provision of Workers’ Compensation insurance for farm workers, financial and access barriers prevent workers and their families from seeking professional care for acute illnesses and chronic health conditions, some of which are indirectly caused by the nature of the work they perform. Thirty-three percent of families working in Agriculture report an annual income below the federal poverty line. The median pay for agricultural workers in 2020 was $28,900, which is substantially less than the $63,036 that the average American household spent in 2019. A study of 790,000
migratory and seasonal agricultural workers and dependents found that 80% earned family incomes below 100% of federal poverty level.²³

Financial strain impacts farm workers and their families in multiple domains, including through food insecurity, poor medication adherence and poor screening for chronic health conditions like diabetes.²⁴ Approximately 50% to 71% of farm workers are uninsured and required to pay out-of-pocket for medical care, which is a substantial barrier to seeking proper treatment.²³ Documentation status can affect the percentage of agricultural workers who regularly visit a doctor or dentist.²⁵ Failing to maintain regular medical care places significant financial and physical burden on Emergency Departments and hospitals as health issues escalate and higher costs become irreconcilable.²⁶

Working Toward Chronic Health Conditions

Workplace exposures to harmful chemicals, airborne organic dust, ammonia, and zoonotic pathogens (e.g., manure) increases farm workers’ risk of developing chronic respiratory diseases, skin disorders, and hearing loss compared to the general population.²⁷ Agricultural workers are at an elevated risk for the development of chronic musculoskeletal pain resulting from repetitive motion injuries/re-injuries, poor availability of workplace safety and ergonomic tools and overtime hours.²⁸-³¹ Working more than eight hours per day increases their risk of developing neck pain by 4.39x and upper back pain by 7.95x, and triples rates of low back and knee pain.³² In Oregon, a study of 3,382 Latino farm workers found that working in the field more than 10 years increased workers’ risk of hypertension by 1.72x and obesity by 2.08x.³⁰

Experiencing Detrimental Mental Health Issues

Agricultural workers display significantly worse mental health than is seen in the general population.³³ Their relatively high degree of work and work-life stressors contribute to high levels of depression and anxiety.³⁴ Family dysfunction, ineffective social support, low self-esteem, lack of decision authority in the immigration process, and high education levels – all contributing to “acculturative stress” – are at risk for high levels of anxiety and depression.³⁵ Further, those who experience high job demands are almost twice as likely to report fair/poor health and 2.6 times as likely to report depressive symptoms than those reporting lower demands.³⁶ Common stressors experienced by farm workers include climate variability, financial strain, health status, pesticide exposure, and work-to-family conflict and strain.³³ Agricultural workers often return to work too soon following injury in response to perceived risk of job or income
loss, which has been defined as a health status stressor. Each of these challenges contribute to an elevated rate of suicide reported among agricultural workers (0.7 per 100,000 vs 0.2 per 100,000 in general population), with rates as high as 45 per 100,000.

Under-resourced to Prevent Pandemic Spread

In June 2021, Hispanics/Latinos comprised 28.8% of COVID-19 cases and 18.7% of COVID-19 deaths with known race/ethnicity. This trend was seen in Oregon as well. In September 2020, Hispanic/Latino-identifying Oregon residents comprised 45% of COVID-19 cases and 16% of COVID-19 deaths for which race/ethnicity was known. Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, farm workers struggled to mitigate the risk of exposure and contagion for themselves and their families. Nationally, due to inadequate workplace safety standards that failed to address shared housing issues, poor worksite access to clean water for hand washing/hygiene, limited access to personal protective equipment, and poor pay and no paid sick leave (incentivizing symptomatic and/or exposed workers to continue working) workers struggled to find opportunities to maintain safe distance, meet the recommended hygiene standards, and properly quarantine. In May 2020, a temporary rule was enforced by Oregon OSHA to provide safety provisions to mitigate COVID-19 risks in farm labor, including the provision of additional toileting facilities and cleaning materials on work sites and in private living areas, enforcement of social distancing standards (repealed in October 2021), and improved sanitation practices. Accessing COVID-19 vaccines proved challenging for farm workers, the majority of whom were not provided adequate resources, internet access (for scheduling), protected time and/or transportation to attend vaccination appointments. Despite efforts from Pineros Y Campesinos Unidos del Noroeste (PCUN) and other advocates, farm workers in Oregon have yet to receive adequate support to achieve widespread access to COVID-19 vaccines.

Experiencing High Rates of Preventable, Expensive Injuries and Illnesses

Ranking within the top 26% of industries for reported nonfatal injuries and illnesses involving days away from work, statistics show agricultural workers are seriously injured at a rate of 131 per 10,000 every day. In Oregon, Agriculture/Forestry accounted for 5.2% of reported Workers’ Compensation injury claims in 2018. Most claims from Oregon Agriculture involve overexertion (22%) and falls/slips (33%). Both safety outcomes, Occupational Health and Safety research has shown, can be caused by health and psychological issues including poor sleep, high job demands, and financial strain. Epidemiologists estimate that the actual rate of injury and illness may be substantially higher in Agriculture than what is reported. In fact, research has shown that as many as 88% of Workers’ Compensation cases in US Agriculture may go unreported each year. This significant gap in reporting is attributed to multiple factors including the relatively high rate of undocumented workers employed by the industry, the seasonal migration required to maintain farm employment year-round, and the predominance of workers employed at small, family farms. Adjusting for the number of underreported cases,
occupational injuries and illnesses among farm workers are estimated to cost $4.5 billion annually in the US. This is comparable to the economic burden of Hepatitis C.

Long Hours Compound Risk of Long-Lasting Health Conditions

Overtime Work Negatively Impacts General Health

Working long hours has been associated with a variety of negative physical health outcomes, a finding that has been well documented in the literature. A meta-analysis spanning 20 years of research across various industries estimated that overtime hours (>40) compared to a typical 40 hour work week account for 24.5% of occupational health conditions and 36.6% of mental health conditions. Similarly, a systematic analysis of millions of workers in over 194 countries in 2000, 2010 and 2016 found that people working long hours (≥55 hours/week) had significantly higher risk of ischemic heart disease and stroke compared to people working standard hours (35–40 hours/week), resulting in 745,194 deaths (705,786–784,601) and 23.3 million disability-adjusted life years (see Figure 1).

A report from the CDC and NIOSH summarizing 52 studies on the impact of work hours and overtime on health found that overtime was associated with poorer perceived general health, increased injury rates, increased illnesses, and increased mortality. Though the findings were more mixed, the review reported links between overtime and

Figure 1. Long work hours (>55/wk) on number / rate of deaths (per 100,000) by ischemic heart disease and stroke
unhealthy weight gain, increased alcohol use, increased smoking, and poorer neuropsychological test performance. Overtime work has been associated with cardiovascular and immunological issues, poorer lifestyles such as poor sleep, unhealthy diet, and lack of exercise, all of which can further increase the risk for illness, and negatively affect cognitive performance.\textsuperscript{61}

The negative effects of overtime are most pronounced when employees work 52-60 hours within one week. A study of 110,236 job records encompassing 89,729 person-years of accumulated working time found that compared to jobs without overtime, jobs with overtime had a 61% higher injury hazard rate.\textsuperscript{62} Working at least 12 hours per day was associated with a 37% increased hazard rate and working at least 60 hours per week was associated with a 23% increased hazard rate. Injuries per 100 accumulated worker-years in a particular schedule increased as work hours increased.\textsuperscript{62} Another study analyzing surveillance data spanning 1986-2011 with a representative sample of various US workers (n=2,306) found that workers who performed 52 or more hours for a minimum of 10 years were 1.28x more likely to report poor health, 1.42x more likely to have cardiovascular disease, and 1.62x more likely to have cancer compared with those working 35–51 hours per week for the same time period.\textsuperscript{63} Agricultural work is recognized for its comparatively exorbitant rates of mandatory overtime,\textsuperscript{4} due primarily to the seasonal nature of the industry, with workers maintaining as many as 14-16 hours a day.\textsuperscript{9}

**Overtime Work Impairs Sleep, Escalating Health Impacts**

Sleep has a reciprocal relationship with health and well-being; maintaining adequate sleep is bolstering, while sleep impairments and regular sleep interruptions are detrimental. Working weekly overtime (>40 hours) accounts for 46.5% of sleep issues and fatigue.\textsuperscript{58} Fatigue is defined as the feeling of extreme tiredness, reduced functional capacity, and need for increased effort to perform regular tasks.\textsuperscript{64} Fatigue is considered a guaranteed outcome of the combination of long work hours and repeated performance of difficult, strenuous work activities, and contributes to high levels of work errors, absenteeism, occupational injuries, work impairment, and pain across all industries.\textsuperscript{64-66} Poor sleep and fatigue both significantly impact productivity,\textsuperscript{67} and contribute to worsened attention to safety rules and adherence to safety practices, which results in greater risk of injury.\textsuperscript{51} For farm workers, inadequate sleep worsens physical balance at work,\textsuperscript{68} contributing to increased risk of injury given that these workers have the most frequent exertion and standing demands of any industry.\textsuperscript{69} Pesticide exposure, another common work hazard in farm labor, has been linked to the development of sleep apnea.\textsuperscript{70}

Fatigue and inadequate sleep also contribute significantly to reports of pain among employees in Agriculture.\textsuperscript{64} A study of 390 farm workers showed that reports of chronic back pain were 2.26x more likely on less than 8 hours of sleep, 3.25x more likely if sleep quality was poor, and 8.72x more likely if the worker was also experiencing depression symptoms.\textsuperscript{71} Psychologically, some farm workers have reported that their experiences of
stress and depression related to family separation (migration/immigration) caused or worsened their sleep issues, while others note that receiving eight hours of sleep before their shift helps them de-stress and feel better.\textsuperscript{72}

### Long Hours Negatively Impact Family Health and Functioning

#### Mandated Overtime Reduces Quantity of Family Time

Working overtime requires farm workers to spend little time with their families, which may be seen as a cultural loss associated with farm work.\textsuperscript{6} Additionally, different family members may have different shifts resulting in a loss of total family time (i.e., when the whole family is together). In a study of migrant workers in Michigan, the average amount of time spent workers together as a family was only 1 hour per week.\textsuperscript{73} Other low-income working families spend, on average, 37 hours together; highlighting the unique demands and stressors for farm worker families.\textsuperscript{73} This deficit can be exacerbated for migrant families who are forced to leave children behind to be cared for by relatives or friends while they pursue work.

The amount of time primary caregivers spend with their child is related to the child’s intellectual\textsuperscript{74} and social development,\textsuperscript{75} obesity risk and reduction,\textsuperscript{76} depressive symptoms, and reduction in risky behaviors.\textsuperscript{75} Potential negative impacts of lost time between a parent and child are greater when working parents experience (1) little control over when, how, and where their work is done and 2) their job demands are high. Heinrich, who examined the link between parental employment and child wellbeing, took this concept one step further to recognize the reciprocal nature of parents’ mental health on their children’s mental and physical development.\textsuperscript{77} These conditions define most agricultural workers’ experiences. Farm workers’ families are highly vulnerable to these developmental, social, and psychological challenges.

#### Stress and Fatigue Reduce Quality of Family Time

Farm workers, and working mothers in particular, who regularly work long hours are plagued by an interdependent combination of stress and fatigue while attempting to perform family responsibilities like childcare, cooking, and cleaning before and after the workday.\textsuperscript{72,78} When children of farm workers experience difficulties at school, parents experience this as an additional stressor that impacts their mental health and, subsequently, their work performance and engagement.\textsuperscript{75,79}

For families who have experienced one or more separation-reunion experiences with their children during the immigration/migration process, additional forced time apart from their children during the week can exacerbate existing feelings of depression, guilt,
and family dysfunction; these feelings are mitigated for workers who have a strong support network to assist in reunifications and school transitions.\textsuperscript{80} For those whose children and/or extended family are currently separated from them by distance, not being able to see them or, in some cases, know their current location/status is a source of significant stress (family-to-work conflict) for workers.\textsuperscript{72}

**Pesticide Exposure Places Families at Risk**

Farm workers are exposed to pesticides at varying degrees, depending upon the nature and location of their work assignment. Farm employers are required to provide clean towels, changing areas, and emergency facilities for workers; however, reports from farm workers show that adherence to these requirements can be inconsistent and/or poorly advertised.\textsuperscript{72} Workers have listed acute symptoms related to pesticide exposure to include headache, nausea, dizziness, and vomiting; while long-term outcomes include infertility, miscarriage, autoimmune diseases, kidney disease, and cancer.\textsuperscript{81}

Children are particularly vulnerable to the effects of pesticide exposure as their bodies are still in development, their metabolic systems process chemicals at a slower rate, and they engage in regular hand-to-mouth behaviors. Among children of farm workers, pesticide exposure is most commonly linked to cancer,\textsuperscript{82} respiratory effects,\textsuperscript{83} and cognitive impairments.\textsuperscript{84} Exposure occurs through several pathways, including transference from the clothing of parents and familiar adults who work directly with pesticides (e.g., applicators) and indirect exposure through contact with plants and produce.\textsuperscript{85} Most research in this area shows that children of agricultural workers have higher levels of pesticide metabolites. A study in Washington State found that 47\% of children of pesticide applicators had detectable levels of pesticides in their urine, compared to 27\% from a non-agricultural reference group.\textsuperscript{85}

**Childcare Challenges Create Spillover to Worksites**

A primary concern of agricultural workers is the availability of free or affordable childcare near their worksite, especially during times when long hours are required. Obtaining affordable childcare is an issue most working parents struggle with, but the impact is more profound for these low-income, under-resourced families. Programs like Migrant Head Start\textsuperscript{86} are designed to provide low-cost care to young children of farm workers but are scarce and often have a long waitlist. Without adequate daycare or family options available, many workers have no alternative but to bring their children with them to the fields, potentially exposing them to hazardous equipment, extreme weather conditions, and pesticides.\textsuperscript{73} During the COVID-19 pandemic, even those whose children are typically in school were forced to bring children to work and watch them complete homework from across the worksite.\textsuperscript{87}
Child Labor is Legal in Agriculture, and Sometimes the Only Option

Childcare challenges – resulting from low wages, scheduling issues, and/or lack of accessibility – may drive parents to bring their children to work, literally. It is not uncommon for minors on farms to supplement their household income by joining their parents to work the fields. Unlike in all other industries, it is completely legal to employ a minor of any age, with parental permission and outside of school hours, in farm work regardless of the inherent dangers and lack of safety and health protections rife across the industry. While this is not the preferred choice for most working parents, their significant financial strain resulting from poverty-level wages, requirement to work long hours during productive seasons, and lack of compensation for mandated overtime has left few alternative options to ensure that the basic health, childcare, and resource needs of their families are met.

In 2017, Agriculture employed approximately 2.5 million children of ages 16 and younger (including those under 12 accompanying a parent). Children’s risk of farm work-related injury and illness is heightened by their use of mis-fitting farm equipment, handling of materials of significant weight inappropriate for their body sizes, and higher vulnerability to weather and environmental exposures. Approximately 115 children die in agricultural-related incidents annually, and approximately 12,000 experience non-fatal injuries.

Mapping Solutions with Occupational Health and Safety

Having a sense of control and flexibility over one’s work hours can buffer the impact of working long hours, resulting in fewer physical symptoms, and lower stress and burnout across industries, and reduce physical fatigue and need for recovery among agricultural workers specifically. The Job Strain Model by Karasek (1979), demonstrates that employees experience mental strain when they are in jobs, like farm work, that are both demanding and where the worker has little to no control over their tasks and/or schedule (see Figure 2). As physically intense and high-risk as agricultural work can be in and of itself, it is often accompanied by low job control, unpaid overtime work, and work-life conflict. Farm workers have little control over their unpaid overtime work, which can bear even more heavily on their health and well-being.

In a study of nurses, another industry with often high levels of overtime, researchers found that if overtime was involuntary, nurses reported negative effects on mental health and work engagement; for voluntary overtime, however, there results showed a beneficial effect on nurses’ well-being. Similar findings have been demonstrated in other industries, in some cases even if overtime does not come with additional compensation. Another study of the impact of overtime with high and low rewards in 535 full-time postal workers found that when workers work overtime, having higher rewards lessened the odds of reporting burnout (0.73 vs 2.19 for exhaustion, 1.54 vs 3.41 for cynicism), work-life balance challenges (1.26 vs 3.03 for work-home interference, 1.23 vs 2.49 for home-work interference), poor recovery (1.50 vs 3.28) and psychosomatic complaints (0.67 vs 1.64).
Studies of agricultural workers have shown that their worry over pay and job security may lead them to work through injury and pain, and their strenuous work is linked with higher prevalence of mental health issues, such as depression and suicide. For the largely immigrant farmworker population in the United States, these occupational stressors are compounded by worries over immigration, documentation status, and separation from family. Decades of research have validated the detrimental effects of strenuous working conditions such as long work hours and low control over work. Grzywacz et al. (2010) found that farm workers’ depressive symptoms across the agricultural season followed a u-shaped pattern, with high levels of symptoms at the beginning of the season that may reflect the initial stress of migration, and again toward the end potentially reflecting the cumulative burden of seasonal work. Depressive symptoms appeared to increase in conjunction with the increased reporting of stressors across work and life related domains.

As validated approaches from Occupational Health, such as Total Worker Health®, have shown, it is not only possible but also imperative to design work in a manner that prevents strain. For farm workers, a key avenue for change is overtime work. Limiting overtime work can reduce exposure to demanding work conditions and allow much-
needed time for personal rest and recovery, as well as paying farmworkers time and a half for overtime work would afford more control over their financial and life situations, and overall serve to promote safety, health, and well-being.

**Migrating Toward Progress through Overtime Legislation**

Despite this status as a dangerous industry with the highest rates of mandatory overtime, workers are rarely offered overtime or hazard pay.\(^9^9\) Only California, Maryland, Maine and Minnesota offer some form of overtime pay to farmworkers, due to definitions of employee and standards established in FLSA.\(^1^0^0\) However, ambiguity in the extent of overtime compensation for agricultural workers remains an issue for workers seeking compensation in “covered” states. For example, Washington State enacted its Minimum Wage Act (MWA) in 2019 to enforce fair hours and compensation for workers across “blue collar” industries, including Agriculture, but the definition excluded most agricultural worker designations (e.g., farm workers, dairy workers). In 2020, a Washington Supreme Court ruling determined that dairy workers should be included in coverage under the MWA, but the fate of farm laborers has yet to be determined.\(^1^0^1\)

California passed Assembly Bill 1066 in 2016, which provided coverage across a broad definition of agricultural work that included employees involved in the preparation and treatment of farmland, the care and harvesting of crops, shepherding, irrigation, and licensed crew members on commercial fishing vessels. The California phase-in schedule designated the provision of overtime pay for hours per day as well as hours per week. The overtime pay schedule started January 1, 2019 with overtime pay required after 9.5 hours per day or 55 hours per workweek. Overtime pay requirements have increased each year and will be fully rolled out on January 1, 2022 when overtime pay will be required after 8 hours per day or 40 hours per workweek. The phase-in schedule is delayed 3 years for employers with 25 or fewer employees with the first overtime pay requirements starting January 1, 2022 and in full effect January 1, 2025. For both employer size categories, once the overtime pay requirement is in full effect, they will be required to pay double the regular rate of pay after 12 hours in a workday. This phase-in schedule builds on pre-existing overtime requirements for agricultural workers defined in Wage Order 14.

In Summer 2021, Oregon legislature passed on an opportunity to consider a provision that would have extended overtime rights to farmworkers (House Bill 2358).\(^1^0^2\) This Bill would have expanded the definition of “agricultural worker” to farm workers across all branches including the cultivation and tillage of the soil, dairying, farming activities related to agricultural or horticultural commodities, and the raising of livestock, bees, and other animals; and would have instated an Overtime Rule.\(^1^4\) The purpose of an Overtime Rule is to require employers to compensate farm workers’ time and one-half their regular rates of pay for hours worked in excess of forty per week; piece-rate workers would be paid one and one-half times the regular price for all work done on a piece-rate basis during every worked hour exceeding the typical 40 hours. Essentially the Rule would bring to farm workers the same financial protections awarded to other
occupations under the FLSA. Potentially, its instatement would both encourage employers to reduce unnecessary overwork of workers and provide additional compensation to workers in occasions when they are required to work overtime.

**Conclusion**

Farm workers face a multitude of challenges to achieving equitable health and safety standards compared to workers in other occupations within and outside of Agriculture. Systematic and environmental barriers have perpetuated a culture of poverty and hazardous exposures that have significantly impacted workers’ short- and long-term wellness, creating a significant strain on the U.S. economy. Instating an Overtime Rule in Oregon would be a step in the right direction, but additional work is needed to create an equitable solution to protect farm worker safety and health. Ideally, in addition to compensating farm workers’ overtime pay to make it equal to the overtime requirements mandated for all other essential occupations, hourly workers would also be guaranteed to earn at least minimum wage during their typical working hours. The minimum wage in Oregon depends on job location with $11.50 per hour in non-urban areas, $12 per hour in standard counties, and $13.25 per hour in the Portland metro area. The minimum wage in Oregon increases annually on July 1. Many “minimum wage exempt” workers’ families are reliant on overtime work to supplement their income as a result of systemically low pay and job instability; therefore, disincentivizing the allowance of overtime work by employers may further diminish families’ already low incomes without additional legislation to ensure that workers are paid a living wage commensurate with standards under the FLSA.
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